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A moleular dynamis study on fullerene-implanted arbonnanotori as eletromagneti sensing and emitting deviesAuthors: Mihael Griebel, Frederik HeberAf�liations: Institute for Numerial Simulation, Wegelerstrasse 6,53115 Bonn, Germany, heber�ins.uni-bonn.deAbstratOpen-ended arbon nanotubes have been found toform toroidal strutures [17℄. These spei� stru-tures bear striking resemblane to eletrographioils. Two modes of ation an be thought of: Ei-ther the metalli ondutivity of ertain hiralitiesof the nanotorus on�guration is exploited diretlyor fullerenes may be implanted into the torus' in-ner region [10℄. Alone these fullerenes are harge-neutral, but they may easily be inoulated with met-alls arrying additional harges. Heneforth, ur-rents would not at upon the eletrons in the nan-otorus' surfae but also on the fullerene's surplusharges. This interplay may lead to very interest-ing appliations. We have investigated the mehan-ial stability of these toroidal systems by moleulardynamis simulation [6℄, employing a potential [1℄well-suited for arbon. This researh has signi�antimportane on the frequeny range and quality ofappliations employing nanotori as tunable iruits.We report on the urrent status of our �ndings.1 IntrodutionFirst disovery of torus-like strutures has probablybeen by Liu et al. [17℄, then by Muster et al. [23℄and Martel et al. [21, 22℄. These purely aidentaldisoveries were followed by the disovery of oil-ing arbon nanotubes by aid treatment with ultra-sound [21℄. Sine then both experimental and theo-retial [12, 24℄ studies on arbon nanotori have beenemployed, with both onern to magneti [29, 16℄

and eletri [31℄ effets. Colossal paramgneti mo-ments have been said to exist [18℄ for these stru-tures, but remain unon�rmed.The idea of using multi-walled nanotubes as giga-hertz osillators [8, 15℄ has been proposed. Hilderet al. suggested employing single atom [19, 10℄ andlater C60 bukyballs [9℄ as osillating partiles. Tri-bologial properties [20℄ and main soures of energydissipation [32℄ of these osillating nano-systemshave been studied.Furthermore, endohedral metallofullerenes havebeome a very ative �eld of researh and mean-while an be produed with ease, Shinohara [26℄gives a good overview. It is possible by x-ray defra-tion [28℄ or by eletron energy-loss spetrosopy(EELS) [27℄ to on�rm the endohedral nature of met-allofullerenes. And they an be enapsulated in ar-bon nanotubes [11℄ and used to tune the eletroniproperties [14℄. There are many appliations suh asusing them as in-vivo radiotraers [2℄ besides theiruse in nanotubes and other nanostrutures.In order to inrease the emitted or deteted poweran array of inoulated nanotori is imaginable. Thesenano-strutures tend to phase-lok, whih would beimperative for a olletive reinforement of the sig-nal, a general tendeny of non-linear interating os-illators, see [13℄.Hene, we note that all the basi apabilities are inplae to produe metallofullerene-implanted arbonnanotubes, examine their suessful onstrution anduse them in eletroni appliations.Tuzun et al. [30℄ suggested that fully dynami andatomisti alulations of the �ow of bukyballs in-side nanotube strutures should be employed. There-1



fore, we investigate the mehanial properties ofbukyballs orbiting inside nanotori by moleular dy-namis simulations.The remainder of the artile is organised as fol-lows: In setion 2 we explain the numerial setupof the nano strutures. In setion 3 the performedexperiments are desribed in detail. We end with adisussion of the �ndings in setion 4.2 Numerial proeduresWe employ our parallel moleular dynamis soft-ware pakage TREMOLO [7℄ with empirial poten-tials aording to Brenner [1℄ that has proven suit-able for the simulation of ovalently bonded arbonnanostrutures, and whih has been used before bythe authors to alulate the mehanial strength ofnanotubes embedded in polymers, see [5℄ for fur-ther details. Note that the atom ount easily exeeds100.000 atoms, hene a fully parallel implementationis essential for our investigations.We onstrut single- and double-walled arbonnanotori by virtually oiling nanotubes on the xyplane, i. e. by a transformation to a toroidal oordi-nate system. Note that these nanotori an be de�nedby the length l of the initial nanotube and its hi-ral numbers (n;m), see table 1 where we also givethe initial nanotube's radius r that depends on (n;m)only. Note that the nanotorus' mean or entral radiusR = l2� an be easily inferred from the given ir-umferene l whih is nothing but the length of theoriginal nanotube.The time step width is �t = 0:1 fs, initial ve-loities vi are zero. The on�gurations are equili-brated at standard pressure and temperature. Totalenergies are omputed in the NVE ensemble withonstant partile number (N), onstant volume (V)and onstant energy (E). Moleular dynamis simu-lations are performed in the NVT ensemble, wherethe total energy is not onserved due to the ation ofa thermostat, keeping a onstant temperature (T).The embedded C60 bukyball is initially plaedat (R; 0; 0), where R is the radius of the nanotorus.It is set in motion by an initial fore Fi ating forti = 1:02 fs in the y diretion, given in table 1(a)

along with the resulting veloities of the bukyballstruture in the y diretion.Simulations are subsequently performed for T =10:2 ps to assess the initial stability of the movingbukyball inside the torus struture.3 CalulationsOur investigations are divided into three parts: First,we study whether the employed potential is suitablefor the simulation of arbon nanotorus struture it-self, that is if strutures are stable and math withexperimental onstraints in terms of minimum sta-ble torus' radii. Seond, we embed a C60 buky-ball inside the toroidal nanotube, driving it by aninitial fored momentum along the torus' irum-ferene. Therefrom, we determine the mehanialstability of the system in terms of frition and wall-bukyball ollisions. Also the maximumpossible ve-loity before destrution of the bukyball is approx-imated. Third, we attempt to look beyond the pro-posed sheme of the metallofullerene osillators interms of multi-wall nanotori setups and nanotori em-bedded in a polyethylene matrix. The latter wouldnot only make the system more resistible against en-vironmental effets, but also keep the tori itself in a�xed position, neessary for appliations.3.1 NanotorusFirst, we investigate the stability of various (16; x)arbon nanotorus on�gurations with regards to vander Waals-fores and radii. They are onstrutedwithout perturbations with a radius of 250Åand sub-sequently equilibrated for 10:2 ps. During the sim-ulation the mean square displaement jjx � x0jj2 ofevery atom with respet to its initial position x0 ismeasured. This ats in the following as the entralquantity for measuring stability.3.1.1 Stable geometryVan-der-Waals fores are important for multi-wallnanotubes, where a sliding inner tube will osillateonly due to the repelling Van-der-Waals fore. It2
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1.2: z omponent of (16,0) torusFigure 1: Mean Square Displaement with respet to initial geometry: Van der Waals-fores play only aminor role with regards to the overall stability of the torus geometry, see �gure 1.1. They are howeveressential when onsidering radial perturbations, see �gure 1.2.may easily be swithed off by disabling the respe-tive term in the Brenner potential. Thereby, we maystudy the equilibration phase with and without Van-der-Waals fores, measure the total mean square dis-plaement of all atoms omponentwise and hene thedependene of the single-wall nanotorus' stability onthe Van-der-Waals fores. This is depited in �g-ure 1. We observe that Van-der-Waals fores are onlysigni�ant for the radial deformations, given by thez omponent of the mean square displaement, seealso similar observations by Ruoff et al. on nanotubedeformations [25℄.
Next, we investigate nanotubes on�gurations(16; x) with different lengths. The resulting differentnanotorus' radii range from 10Å up to 325Å. In �g-ure 2 the radial part or z omponent and one tangen-tial, the y omponent, of the mean square displae-ment are depited. The radial part allows for leardifferentiation between stable and non-stable stru-tures. For the (16; 0) geometries we observe stabilityabove R = 100 Å. A similar threshold an be foundfor the (16; 8) geometries.

3.2 Nanotorus-C60-osillatorsHaving found that nanotorus on�gurations withradii above 100 Å are stable during equilibration,we ontinue on how the embedded and externallydriven C60 bukyball interats with the toroidal sys-tem. We employ the nanotorus geometries given intable 1. Note we now use a �xed nanotorus radius of� 250Å and give osillating frequenies below withrespet to this size.First of all, we look at the fore the bukyball feelsfrom the surrounding torus' walls. In �gure 3, wegive the total energy of the system with the bukyballplaed at various distanes between the walls. Theradii of eah on�guration was saled to unity, henethe left-hand wall is loated at 0 and the right-handwall is loated at 1. We note that there are in total twominima at � 0:2 and at � 0:8, eah in the viinity ofeither wall and less than the interlayer graphene dis-tane of 3:34 Å. Also, these are at the same saledposition, independent of hirality. The height of thepotential barrier in between however differs with hi-rality and inreases with inreasing nanotube' radiusr. These observations are in aordane with theo-retial investigations by Cox et al. [3℄.3
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Figure 3: C60 experienes potential minima insidenanotube lose to the wall, at distane less than theinterlayer distane of graphene.

3.2.1 Kinetis of orbiting C60Seond, we analyse the pro�les of the dynamis ofan orbiting C60 by looking at the behavior of the ki-neti energy over time, depited in �gure 41. Duringthe equilibration of 10:2 ps of the toroidal geometrythe embedded bukyball is propelled by a fore in they diretion of varying strength, see table 1(a). There-from we may derive upper limits on the possible ve-loity before the bukyball struture fails due to wallfrition. We observe that this breakdown ours atthe limit of �v = 0:05 Å/fs, or roughly 30 Ghz, forthe (16; 0) geometry, see �gure 4.1. The (16; 8) be-haves altogether very unstable and does not allow fora free orbiting of the bukyball, see �gure 4.2. Onepossible explanation might be that the hiral natureof the (16; 8) on�guration introdues an additionalinternal rotation preventing an orbiting path, similarto the helial struture of a gun barrel, stabilizing thebullet by an additional indued rotation. In �gure 4.3we give the veloity differene betwen subsequenttimesteps. There are two regimes: If below �v , thehange in veloity is in general small. If above �v ,1Note that the given kineti energies in the following graphswere derived from a �nite differene sheme and thus may ontainirregular peaks.4
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(a) Single-Wall NanoTorus(n;m) l [Å℄ r [Å℄ N(16,0) 1633.5 6.25 24576(16,8) 1620.69 8.27 32256(16,16) 943.1 10.83 24576(b) Double-Wall NanoToriinner tube(n,m) l [Å℄ r [Å℄ N(16,0) 1089 6.25 16384(16,8) 1620.69 8.27 32256(16,16) 628.74 10.83 16384outer tube(n,m) l [Å℄ r [Å℄ N(32,0) 1089 12.51 32768(32,16) 1620.69 16.55 64512(32,32) 628.74 21.67 32768Table 1: Nanotorus geometries: hiral numbers(n;m), mean irumferene l, nanotube radius andatom ountNthe veloity hange is very pronouned, espeially atthe very beginning. Finally, the fritional fore maybe derived from this, see �gure 4.4, and we againnotie the relatively onstant fore felt for initial ve-loities below the limit �v . The frition fore seemsin general to be veloity-dependent, obvious by thesmall derease over time. Note that above 0:1 Å/fs,or 60 Ghz, destrution of the bukyball is observed.Note that in general the quality of the osillatingloop is severely degraded by frition for some velo-ities and hiralities. This is in onstrast to the inves-tigations of Cumings et al. [4℄ and onsiderations ofHilder et al. [10℄ that wall frition should in generalbe negligible. Note that Guo et al. found that fritionis only small in the range of a few Kelvin, see [8℄,whereas our numerial experiments are performed atroom temperature.We want to take a loser qualitative look at thisissue. In �gure 5.1 a snapshot of the on-going simu-lation is taken and a lose-up of the bukyball and thesurrounding nanotorus setion presented. Clearly,kinks and bukles are visible in the nanotorus' wall,triggered by the thermal motion of the atoms at roomtemperature.

Quantitatively, we observe that these thermal per-turbations of the ideal nanotorus on�gurations donot diminish for in�nite nanotube lengths. In �g-ure 5.3, the mean square displaement of the nan-otorus with respet to its initial on�guration is againdepited for the (16,0) on�guration, this time how-ever with logarithmi saling. We note that the dis-plaement does not seem to go to zero for inreasingnanotorus radii but to a �nite value, presumed depen-dent on the temperature.However, not only the thermal motion of the nan-otorus' atoms reate frition for the bukyball, alsothe interations between the bukyball and the wallsthemselves generate frition. This is probably ausedby Van-der-Waals fores induing a visible kink inthe tube as the bukyball passes through the tube, de-pited by a snapshot of the simulation in �gure 5.2.This kink is provoked by steady ollisions of thebukyball against the nanotorus' wall in the potentialgiven above in �gure 3. These ollisions themselvesause more instabilities and may be regarded as fri-tion due to loss of momentum that is transfered to thewalls, even in the few-Kelvin temperature ase.
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Figure 5: Relative differene to mean frational ki-neti energy per arbon atom: Wall frition induesthe C60 to rotate around its own axis.Finally, we analyse the rotational and the trans-lational part of the kineti energy of the buky-ball, orbiting inside the nanotorus struture. The6



5.1: Thermal motion at 300K auses(16; 0) nanotorus' walls to bukle
5.2: TheC60 is fored onto its orbit-ing irular path by suessant smallollisions with the nanotorus' walls.
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0 20 40 60 80 100100101102 time step [arbitrary units℄MSD[Å2 ℄ 238:31259:98281:65303:31324:985.3: Thermal perturbations at 300K diminish loally in absolute strength withinreasing radius, but do not vanish in the limit of in�nite radius (i.e. for thein�nite nanotube).translational part is the vetor sum of the veloityof eah atom the bukyball onsists of: T trans =jjP60i=1 vijj2. The rotational part T rot = T tot �T trans is the differene to the total kineti energyT tot as the sum over the norm of eah atom's ve-loity vetor: T tot =P60i=1 jjvijj2. In �gure 5 this isgiven for the (16,0) on�gurationwith initial veloityof 0:041Å/fs, or roughly 30Ghz. The wall ollisionsobviously ause the bukyball to rotate internally andthus to further loose translational momentum.3.2.2 Eletromagneti propertiesWe have extrapolated the properties of the proposedosillating loop or eletrographi nanooil, onsist-ing of a nanotorus and an endohedral, orbiting C60,from a purely mehanial point of view, see ta-ble 1(b). Note that we give a magneti �eld strengthwith the notion that wall ollisions might be pre-vented if an external magneti �eld would induea Lorentz fore and thus keep the bukyball on itsorbiting path. The required �eld strength would bequite high, however.

(a) List of initial fores employed to ael-erate the bukyballFi [nN℄ vi [a.u.℄ vi [Å/fs℄80.1 0.0019 0.041160.2 0.0037 0.082320.4 0.0075 0.164640.8 0.015 0.3281602 0.037 0.82(b) q = 3e, rtorus = 2000 Å , v = 0:0019a:u: = 0:004Å/fs,m � 720 uFrequeny range 1-100 ghzSynhrotron energy 0.1-10 femto jouleRadio signal strength 10�24 wattMagneti �eld strength 10-100 teslaTable 2: Applied initial fores Fi at T = 0 ps, result-ing veloities of the bukyball and an estimation ofpossible eletromagneti properties of the proposedeletrographi nanooil.
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3.3 Multi-wall nanotoriMulti-wall nanotorus may have the advantage oversingle-wall tori of greater stability against impats ofthe orbiting bukyball, simply due to greater mass.Even more so beause the innermost torus may beused as the orbiter instead of the bukyball. Thismight be a possible solution to the problems foundabove, where suessant wall ollisions ause thebukyball to slow down rapidly.Therefore, we simulate a (16,0)�(32,0) double-wall nanotorus, see table 1, where the inner toruswas aused to rotate in muh the same manner as thebukyball. We observe that the interations betweenthe tori ause a transfer of momentum to the outertorus, suh that in the end both rotate at the sameveloity. This is presumed to be due to the Van-der-Waals interations but no expliit alulations havebeen made to investigate this issue further.

6.1: Double-wall nanotorus, where the inner torus isfored to rotate, shows indued rotation of the outertorus by fritional fores, i.e. due to van der Waals-interations between the two tori.3.3.1 Embedding in (C2H4)n matrixIn order to prevent this indued rotation of the outertorus, the multi-wall nanotorus may be embedded ina polyethylene matrix. This would have the addi-tional bene�t of protetion against environmental in-�uenes on the one hand and �xing the toroidal sys-tem in its loation on the other hand.We perform initial moleular dynamis simula-tions on the single-wall nanotorus embedded in a

polyethylene matrix, where the total system on-sists of roughly 2 million atoms. Three snapshots ofthe initial, intermediate and �nal stage of the equi-libration are given in �gure 6 along with a snap-shot highlighting the presene of ross-links betweennanotorus and matrix. These are neessary to pre-vent transfer of momentum from the orbiting innertorus. Clearly, radial, thermally indued instabili-ties are greatly pronouned in ontrast to the vauumase before. Note however, that nanotorus is signif-iantly smaller. Hene, larger radii should be inves-tigated that might display greater wall stability butalso strongly inrease the omputational demand totakle these systems. Nonetheless, the thermal insta-bilities may neessitate ooling and thus would hin-der industrial mass appliations.4 ConlusionsWe have investigated arbon nanotori by moleulardynamis simulation. We foused on the implanta-tion of arbon fullerenes to at as harge vessels �so-alled metallofullerenes � in the ontext of possi-ble eletromagneti appliations, and on the mehan-ial stability, employing the well-suited Brenner po-tential. We �nd that orbiting bukyballs are probablynot feasible due to frition that is aused by thermalmotion of the nanotorus' wall atoms hindering theorbiting bukyball and by nanotorus�bukyball in-terations ausing additional kinks. We have givena brief outlook on how to overome these issues inthe ontext of multi-wall arbon nanotori, that en-apsulate metal atoms and are themselves embeddedin a polyethylene matrix. However, due to the ad-ditional matrix a realisti setup requires an immenseomputational load, whih would all for multi-salesimulation shemes.[1℄ Brenner, D. W. 1990. Physial Review B 42(15):9458�9471.[2℄ Cagle, D. W., S. J. Kennel, S. Mirzadeh, J. M.Alford, and L. J. Wilson. 1999. Proeedings ofthe National Aademy of Sienes of the UnitedStates of Ameria 96 (9):5182�5187.8
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